Logan's Run is a novel by William F Nolan and George Clayton Johnson. First published by Dial Press in 1967, it depicts a dystopian ageist society in which both population and the consumption of resources are maintained in equilibrium by requiring the death of citizens who reach a particular age. The story follows the actions of Logan, a Sandman charged with enforcing the rule, as he tracks down and kills citizens who "run" from society's lethal demand only to end up "running" himself. Book 1 Logan's Run. Chapter 10 Chapter 9 Chapter 8 Chapter 7 Chapter 6 Chapter 5 Chapter 4 Chapter 3 Chapter 2 Chapter 1 Chapter 0. Book 2 Logan's World. ARGOS RUN! William F. Nolan - Logan's Run Trilogy (v4.1). The seeds of the Little War were planted in a restless summer during the mid-1960s, with sit-ins and student demonstrations as youth tested its strength. By the early 1970s over 75 per cent of the people living on earth were under twenty-one years of age. Logan's Run is a novel by William F. Nolan and George Clayton Johnson. Published in 1967, the novel depicts a dystopian ageist future society in which both population and the consumption of resources are maintained in equilibrium by requiring the death of everyone reaching the age of 21. The story follows the actions of Logan, a Sandman charged with enforcing the rule, as he tracks down and kills citizens who "run" from society's lethal demand only to end up "running" himself. Logan's run by William F. Nolan, George Clayton Johnson, 1968, Victor Gollancz edition, in English. Donate this book to the Internet Archive library. —Close. Hooray! You've discovered a title that's missing from our library. Can you help donate a copy? If you own this book, you can mail it to our address below. You can also purchase this book from a vendor and ship it to our address: Internet Archive Open Library Book Donations 300 Funston Avenue San Francisco, CA 94118. Better World Books. Benefits of donating.